
Docplexus Online Services Pvt. Ltd.

Designation Medical Advisor
Company Name Docplexus.in - Docplexus.in is the largest and fastest growing platform for doctors in India. 

As of today there are 150000 doctors registered on the platform and ti is growing by 6000 
new registered doctors every month. Docplexus focuses on peer-to-peer exchange of patient
cases, dialogue and interdisciplinary learning to improve medical outcomes. It is a trusted 
and secure platform accessible exclusively for medical practitioners, offering real-time dia-
logue, exchange and interaction in clinical and non-clinical forums, knowledge centers, 
treatment guidelines, certified educational resources and latest medical news.

Job Description  As a vital part of our team, help to build the most successful startup in the Indian 
healthcare space

 Generate scientific medical content for assigned projects, which meet the interna-
tional quality standards, rated high on depth, comprehensiveness, and quality.

 You should be able to develop innovative medical content products by leveraging 

on the depth of scientific content.

 Prepare Scientific Speaker slide kits for CME, in collaboration with the Speaker 
 Review content from the in-house medical writing team and add clinical and 

Indian perspective to it

 Provide scientific & medical support to Sales & Marketing teams, provide inputs on
client projects, coordination for clinical research, Medical Training to field staff & 
managers, conducting CME's .

 Ensuring Regulatory compliance & co-ordination with all concerned
 As a vital part of our leadership team, help to build the most successful startup in 

the Indian healthcare space

Desired Profile Skills
 MBBS+MD Pharmacology/Clnical Pharmacology from reputed institute
 Excellent writing skills
 Prior publications preferred
 Good speaker and presenter

Personality
 Positive and trustworthy
 Go getter with hands-on approach
 Self-starter,  results-driven and never satisfied
 Entrepreneurial mindset, energized by uncertainty and uncharted territory
 Willingness to travel extensively to client location

Experience  Striving to create impact outside of corporate strucutres, high degree of 
entrepreneurial drive

 Startup experience is preferable

Industry Type Publishing, Healthcare and Pharmaceutical domain
Education MBBS+MD Pharmacology/Clinical Pharmacology

Location Base location in Pune and frequent visits to cities across India
Work environment
& Compensation

 A high-performing team with proven success
 Self-responsibility and room for creativity
 A competitive salary 
 Being a significant part in making India’s healthcare better

Docplexus Online Services Pvt. Ltd. A-302, Teerth Technospace Commercial & IT Park, Mumbai-Bengaluru Highway, Baner, Pune -
411045

http://www.docplexus.in/

